Hello!

This bonus is based on your ability to recognize obscure places around campus!
The following slides contain pictures that are labeled with a slide letter (A-H) and a picture number (1-6, 1-7, or 1-8) so each picture has a unique letter-number combo like A5 or D1.

On the next page is a list of all the pictures, so look at the pictures and fill where this place is on campus. For example, if I showed you a picture of the back entrance to the physics building, you would get partial credit for “physics building” and full credit for “facing the physics building from Morley circle, this is the door frame for the first entrance on the right”. No such physics entrance exists, by the way. If you have the printed version, you can write the location directly on the map, but please write details about its location on the attached sheet.

For your convenience, a campus map is included as the last page

Good luck!
Windows:
8: Windows con't

1. Rose window
2. Round window
3. Arched window
4. Gothic window
5. Stained glass window
6. Modern window
7. Rectangular window
8. Decorative window
C: Lampposts
Building tops
H: Places